


Definition

“Abstract writing is a highly specialized form of academic

writing. It requires a clear and concise writing style that

conveys complicated information in a limited amount of

space. Abstracts reach a more broad audience than

almost any other form of academic writing.”
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Principles

concise yet complete

comprehensive yet corresponding
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Conference abstracts:

Journal Paper abstracts:

Types
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Conference abstracts:

- Write as though you were done

✓the promissory abstract

✓Use only the space needed, not given

(e.g., no more than 300 words)

Types
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Journal abstracts:

- Conventional

- Results-driven

- Sequencing

Types
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Journal abstracts:

- Conventional

- Results-driven

- Sequencing

Types
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Framework

1) Motivation 

2) Methodology 

3) Results / Findings

4) Implications / Contributions

5) Keywords
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Concerns

Does the abstract capture the interest of a potential reader?

Does the abstract clarify the research questions?

Does the abstract indicate the methodology?

Does the abstract give a concise summary of the findings?

Does the abstract propose the implications for future research?

Does the abstract list 5-7 keywords that represent the framework?
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Rationale for Keywords
 Importance: to highlight research relevancy

Categories:  (I) to explain terms with density

(II) to indicate terms for search index

Rules: 

I. Normally, phrases are more preferable than single words.

II. Usually, collocation with “of,” “the,” “and” … is discouraged.

e.g. information; security; reconstruction of terminology; social needs 

with economic growth; investing in passive energy →

information security; terminology reconstruction; social needs; 

economic growth; passive energy investment 11





Note: Avoid repeating the same words in both the title and keywords.
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announcement of major findings



Length:

-- no more than 300 words, single page

Paragraphing:

-- generally a single paragraph, except for degree papers

Verb tenses:

-- present / past / present perfect

Terminology:

-- use jargon sparingly and avoid abbreviations

Literature review:

-- cite, at most, one influential figure

Notes on Abstract Writing
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Journal abstracts:

- Conventional

- Results-driven

- Sequencing

Types
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Verb Tenses in the Abstract

Results-driven 

abstract

Conventional 

abstract

Designs

Results

Conclusion/

Suggestions

Past Present 

Background

Motivation

Designs

Results

Conclusion /

Suggestions

Present / 

Perfect
Past Present
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Occasions for Results-driven Abstract

 Recommended when …

1. remarkable results found

2. unique method(s) adopted

3. effective model(s) designed
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Example of Conventional Abstract

Although sentence connectors are a well-organized feature of

academic writing, little research has been undertaken on their

positioning. In this study, we analyze the position of 467

connectors found in a sample of 12 research papers. Seventy-

five percent of the connectors occurred at the beginning of

sentences. However, individual connectors varied greatly in

positional preference. Some, such as in addition, only

occurred initially; others, such as therefore, occurred initially in

only 40% of the cases. These preliminary findings suggest

that general rules for connector position will prove elusive.
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Example of Results-driven Abstract

A count of sentence connectors in 12 academic papers

produced 70 different connectors. These varied in frequency

from 62 tokens to single occurrences. Seventy-five percent of

the 467 examples appeared in sentence-initial position.

However, individual connectors varied considerably in position

preference. Some (e.g., in addition) always occurred initially;

in other cases (e.g., for example, therefore), they were placed

after the subject more than 50% of the time. These findings

suggest that a search for general rules for connector position

may not be fruitful.
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Journal abstracts:

- Conventional

- Results-driven

- Sequencing

Types
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◆Listing of valuable findings …

Clear-cut

Weak linkage

Sequencing Abstract
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Example of Sequencing Abstract

Significant data uncovered in this dissertation includes: (1)

Matthew and Luke utilize chiasmus on a regular basis, while

the Q passages contain very few; (2) Matthew employs

inclusio frequently while Luke and Q do not employ this

rhetorical device as regularly; (3) The opening words of Q’s

pericope do not agree in the parallel passages, but frequently

agree within each pericope; (4) Matthew, Luke, and Q exhibit

semantic and thematic unity in sections larger than individual

pericope; (5) Matthew and Luke indicate peaking within

discourses and pericope in a more extensive fashion than Q,

but Q does utilize peaking.
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Example of Sequencing Abstract
How is it that the U.S. Supreme Court is capable of getting most citizens to

accept rulings with which they disagree? This analysis addresses the role of

the symbols of judicial authority and legitimacy—the robe, the gavel, the

cathedral-like court building—in contributing to this willingness of ordinary

people to acquiesce to disagreeable court decisions. Using an experimental

design and a nationally representative sample, we show that exposure to

judicial symbols (1) strengthens the link between institutional support and

acquiescence among those with relatively low prior awareness of the

Supreme Court, (2) has differing effects depending upon levels of

preexisting institutional support, and (3) severs the link between

disappointment with a disagreeable Court decision and willingness to

challenge the ruling. Since symbols influence citizens in ways that reinforce

the legitimacy of courts, the connection between institutional attitudes and
acquiescence posited by Legitimacy Theory is both supported and explained.25



Any Other Types of Abstract Writing?

 Interdisciplinary Differences:

a. The varying degrees of importance

b. The varying types of presentation
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Abstract with a Formula & Literature Review
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Structured Abstract
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Structured Abstract
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Colons in Research Paper Titles
pre-colon: post-colon

Problem: Solution

➢Reducing Air Pollution in Urban Areas: The Role of Urban

Planners

General: Specific

➢Arguing for ‘Facts’ in Legal Science: A Study of Exhibits

Verification in Court

Topic: Method

➢Selling Cities: Promoting New Images for Meeting Tourism

Major: Minor

➢ Investigation of Racial Discrimination: A Case Study in Britain
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The Value of Research Title

33

“When writing manuscripts, too many scholars neglect

the research title. This phrase, along with the abstract, is

what people will mostly see and read online. Title

research of publications shows that the research paper

title does matter a lot. Both bibliometrics and altmetrics

tracking of citations are now, for better or worse, used to

gauge a paper’s ‘success’ for its author(s) and the

journal publishing it. Interesting research topics coupled

with good or clever yet accurate research titles can draw

more attention to your work from peers and the public

alike.”



The Value of Research Title
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The Value of Research Title
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Eye-Opening Title
“Crocodile Tears: Facial, Verbal and Body Language Behaviours

Associated With Genuine and Fabricated Remorse.”

Law and Human Behavior, 2012

“Malarial parasites vs. antimalarials: never-ending rumble in the 

jungle.”

Current Molecular Medicine, 2009

“Deepdive: Using AI, Machine Learning, and Virtual Reality to 

Explore Ancient Submerged Civilizations”

International Conference on Artificial Intelligence for Industries, 2020
36
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Summary Statistics 

type: Conference Abstracts

subject: undergraduates

sample size: 200 ppl

student background: Asia

outcome: rejected



Title Exercise
“Make Asians Great Again: How to Overcome Obstacles

on the Road to International Academics for EFL Students”
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Review
 A complete abstract should include …

- A catchy title

- Motivation

- Methodology

- Results

- Implications

- Keywords
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Writing Assignment

◆Abstract writing (10%)

• Be sure to set a Title & list Keywords

• Word limit: no more than 200 words

• Deadline: 21:00 on 6/11 (Sun.)
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Thanks.
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